
Bibliovation Bug Fix Report 

In March 2020, libraries ranked known issues in Bibliovation to submit to LibLime as priority 

fixes. The following are three issues that were prioritized before the voting and were not 

included in the ranking.  

Partially fixed in production. Checking out a hold on behalf of another patron (hold 

authorization) does not clear hold: A patron can check out a hold on behalf of another 

patron but the hold is re-queued, not filled. [20812] 

Partial fix in production (9/11/2020). Changing priority of an item in transit or on hold 

shelf: Partial fix: As of 9/11/2020 staff can manipulate the Priority of a hold on the hold 

shelf to change the pickup location. Read the article for details. Items in Transit cannot 

be re-prioritized. [20939]  

Working in sandbox. Reduced Transportation Holds: There is a fix for this problem in the 

sandbox. The setting in production is now set at 120 days to still help libraries fill local 

holds first. [21156] 

At the April, 2020 ILS Committee meeting, members selected a set of top 5 issues to submit to 

LibLime immediately and a second set of 5 issues to submit once the first round is fixed.  

First round of five: 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Circulation: Patron data in left sidebar not cleared 

when using Clear screen button. (8 votes). [20217] 

 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Circulation: Canceled holds on Holds Awaiting 

Pickup Report. (8 votes). [21024] 

 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Discovery Layer: Advanced search option "Only 

items currently available for loan or reference" includes items not available for loan (7 

votes). [21206] 

 

Fixed in production. Circulation: Items checked out to patron but still on hold. (20 

holds). [21095]  

 

Fixed in production. Circulation: Fast BIB Add default library (6 votes). [#20725]  

 

 

 



Second round of five: 

Fixed in sandbox. Discovery Layer: Hold history display to patron doesn't display all 

holds filled, cancelled, or expired in past 30 days (4 votes). [21884] 

 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Discovery Layer: In transit holds not counted as 

"active" holds on Patron Dashboard page (5 votes). [21580]  

 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Circulation: Check in. Pop-up about item barcode 

not in system. (6 votes). [19177] 

 

Not fixed in sandbox or production. Caching / retaining search parameters problem. (6 

votes). [20933] 

 

Fixed in production. Serials: Status Not for loan subscription item default not migrated 

correctly. [21517]  

 

 


